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APPLICATIONS OF NONCLASSICAL LOGIC METHODS FOR PURPOSES OF 
KNOWLEDGE DISCOVERY AND DATA MINING1 
Vladimir Jotsov, Vassil Sgurev, and Adil Timofeev 
Abstract: Methods for solution of a large class of problems on the base of nonclassical, multiple-valued, and 
probabilistic logics have been discussed. A theory of knowledge about changing knowledge, of defeasible 
inference, and network approach to an analogous derivation have been suggested. A method for regularity 
search, logic-axiomatic and logic-probabilistic methods for learning of terms and pattern recognition in the case of 
multiple-valued logic have been described and generalized. Defeasible analogical inference and new forms of 
inference using exclusions are considered. The methods are applicable in a broad range of intelligent systems. 
Introduction 
The classical binary logic is related to formalizing strictly correct (formal) arguments. Still the object field that is 
the background for the basic concepts and conclusions possesses an incomplete, inaccurate, contradictory, and 
frequently variable information [1-7]. So there is a necessity to use and develop new non-classical methods for 
formalizing intelligent processes and information technologies. 
At present we have a mighty big variety of different non-classical logics [2,3,7]. Yet the methods for application of 
these logics in tangible problems are poorly developed. Besides the potential of these logics (e.g. the K-valued 
logics) does not perfectly satisfy the necessities that originate during the elaboration of intelligent systems and 
technologies.  
The statistical approach to data analysis and making optimal decisions remains popular at present. However it 
requires a representativeness of the output data, and is not functioning in knowledge-poor environments. 
Practically the training data sets from which the knowledge is found and the intelligent decisions are formulated 
are very limited and therefore they are not statistically representative. 
This paper describes methods of application for multiple-valued and probabilistic logics to solutions of intelligent 
systems’ problems (particularly, to problems of machine learning and search of regularities on an example of 
three-valued logics). Some approaches to the creation of conclusions are used: inference by analogy, logic-
axiomatic and logic-probabilistic methods, and modeling of network flows. It has been shown that the application 
of non-classic logic tools allows a significant widening both of the application area and also of the theoretical 
basis for development even in such a developed area as inference using exceptions – the notion defeasible 
inference is used below. 
The suggested methods allow the cooperation between logic and probabilistic approaches and also to obtain 
preferences from each of them. 
1. Basic Characteristics of Defeasible Inference 
Let the unity of classes V is comprised by the subsets S1, S2, ... and S∈ V. Every subset of type S includes 
elements x s:1;, xs;2, ..., that form a new model. The original set S is related to one of the classes Si ∈ V. The final 
result from the analysis S is idenitified with one of the classes Si in U. The output is an answer of the type Vs = (T; 
F;?) with three values: “true”, “false” and “uncertainty”. In the case with an answer Vs =? or Vs=F the set S may be 
identified with more than a single known class Si1, Si2, ... (i1≠ i2 ...). The answer Vs=T is received if and only if the 
examined class S coincides with Si.  
Amongst the classes Si there exists an interdependence of the type "ancestor - successor", (e.g. Si – an ancestor 
of Si1). Thus it is possible to form simple types of semantic nets – with one type of relation. It is necessary to note 
that the elements xsi1;1, xsi1;2, ... produce the differences between the class Si1 and the other successors of the 
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common ancestor Si. All differences that appear in the comparison process of Si1 with other classes that are not 
direct successors of Si are determined after the application of the heredity mechanism. 
The conclusion (response) Vs=T is formed when for all ancestors Si and also for Si1 the corresponding 
conjunction terms are of the following form: ,A..AA 'n
'' ΛΛ 21 where Ak is xk or ¬ xk; Ak' may coincide with Ak or it 
may include (using a disjunction) Ak and analogical terms for other variables. 
Let rules of a Horn type describe some domain:  
.iIi AB ∈Λ←  (1)
During the usage of a binary logic in the referred rules if at least a single variable Ai is not “true” then the truth of B 
is indefinite i.e. В may mean “true” or “false”. In the case when the corresponding exclusion from the conjunction 
(1) of the rule is based on the inclusion of a term with any Ak (k∈I) then the inference procedure changes. In the 
case if the exclusion Е (C, Ak) and C is true and Ak is false then the right side of rule B may be true (as an 
exception). 
The extended inference models with exclusions were introduced and generalized in formalized ones in [9,10] in 
the following form. 
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It is clear from formulas (2)-(4) that the exclusions are a kind of special-rules inclusions with their effective fields. 
The interpretation of formula (2) is based on the following: if there exists an exclusion Е(C, Ak) that is related to 
one of the rules with a conclusion B and Ak is its effect then the conjunct Ak must be replaced by ¬Ak. In the case 
when C is not “true” then the corresponding replacement is impossible. The application of the Modus Ponens rule 
means that the relation between B and ¬Ak leads to a formal logical contradiction. 
Therefore the formation of exclusions of the type Е(C, Ak) may lead to a contradictory result that is provoked by 
an incompleteness in the description of the object field. In the case when C is true then the exclusion Е(C, Ak) 
includes this meaning in the conjunct Ak to defeat the meaning of the last conclusions. The result is that Ak is 
replaced by С because the test of its meaning does not influence the output. In the case when C is true then the 
corresponding conjunct Ak is directly replaced by C. 
Rules of type (1) are united in systems: 
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In the general case the causal-effective relation may be realized using non-classical operations of successions 
that are denoted ‘<-‘ in the paper and Bi may be presented as combinations of sophisticated logical relations (see 
formula (1B)). 
The usage of exclusions (2) up to (4) may be applied also in systems (1A) or (1B); in the general case it reflects 
the interrelations between different parts of the causal-effective relations influenced by a new information (an 
exclusion that is attached to one or other group of relations). The new information may influence the mutual 
relation between the elements of rule (1) or of systems (1A); (1B). In this case the relations of a causal-effective 
type are defeated or they are strengthened due to an additional information that is contained in the exclusions. 
The rest of the paper does not include versions (1A) and (1B) because in the majority of our practical applications 
it is sufficient to confine ourselves to rules (1) thus the algorithmic complexity of the used combination of methods 
is significantly lowered. By their nature the presented exclusions are an enlarged version of defeasible inferences 
that is widely used in the intelligent systems. It is a difference from the classical inference with exclusions that in 
the presented work it is possible not only to exclude the exclusion Ak that is contained in and tailored to the rule 
but also that we may include in the rule a new formula e.g. ¬Ak in formula (2) or an interrelation between Ak and C 
in (4). The research also includes versions of formulas using a non-classical negation ~, versions with exclusions 
of implications influenced by exclusions, etc.: 
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where Ak1 is an additional condition for the transition from ~Ak to ¬Ak. The investigation includes schemas with 
multi-argument exclusions E(C,Ak,Al,…As) that lead to the simultaneous change of several parts of the rule. The 
introduced method leads to three basic results: the truth of parts of the rule is altered influenced by the exclusion 
(if the conditions for activation of the exclusion are enabled), formulas are included in or excluded out of the rule 
or the rule itself is defeated as it is shown in (3A) or (3B). The results from the research led to a great number of 
inference versions with exclusions; a part of them is included in our bibliography list. 
As it was already shown we introduced a generalized concept of defeating that is based on the following facts. 
Object scope modeling is a dynamic process. In the act of scope-field completion by the system the old relations 
between separate parts of the knowledge and/or between different knowledge may be eliminated, changed or 
their effect may be redirected. This is accomplished influenced by the new knowledge that complete or correct the 
primary existing knowledge or the interrelations in it. The processes are formalized in the following way. 
We did a research of the situations that appear after the addition of new knowledge to the existing knowledge 
basis and we grouped them in 11 basic groups. Let P is the part of the new knowledge that influences one or 
more formulas (e.g. see (1) up to (4)). 
І. P ‘nullifies’ Ak: it defeats its relation to the conclusion B. As a result of the defeat Ak has a meaning of 0 and no 
matter whether it is true or false the true of the conclusion does not change. 
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where in difference with defeasible inference schemes the first rule format existing before the appearance of P 
becomes false.    
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ІІ. This is an extreme version of the situation from group I when all the atoms in the antecedent are defeated. Now 
rule (1) turns into a fact: B ←. 
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ІІІ. P changes the true of Ak from true to false or v.v. 
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ІV. P defeats the existing meaning of Ak and increases it to 1. The meaning of the other parts of the antecedent of 
(1) duly drops down to 0. Independently on the way (conjunctively or disjunctively) they are related to Ak in this 
situation they are defeated by the antecedent of rule (1). 
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V. P redirects the relation between the rule and the other knowledge in the domain. 
The causal-effective relations are not exhausted by the classical implication and the next example will show that 
even by formal means it is possible to present different causal-effective relations. Let us have the following two 
rules: 
R1: B ← A;   R2: N ← M. 
Let both rules initially be related to the object X. Let also after the appearance of the new set of conclusions P R1 
is related to Y and R2 to the former object X. In this case the first rule is preserved but its effect is redirected to 
another object. 
For example it is known that by nature a disease is provoked either by a virus or by a bacteria. However let us 
have a case when a patient manifests simultaneous symptoms of an illness both from a virus and from a bacteria. 
The sequent investigation (P) shows that the symptoms of a virus-provoked disease are related to the patient’s 
throat and that the bacterial symptoms are related to the patient’s lungs. The redirecting of the conclusion that 
contradicts to the rule from the example and the discovery of the second disease solve the problem from this 
example. It is possible to redirect whole rules as an analogy to the presented example. 
VІ. P breaks or amplifies the relation between the rule and the other knowledge in the domain. 
The difference with the previous situation V now is either the elimination of the existing relations or the addition of 
new relations between the existing rules. The very rules are preserved at that. 
For example every chess-player must have a good physical condition so that he/she can present himself/herself 
well in the tournaments. If however the ‘examined’ chess-player is a computer program – this is the effect from 
the new information P – then the already said does not at all concern this program. 
VІІ. P influences the conclusion from one or from a group of rules: from R1: B ← A into R’1: B* ← A. In this way 
the old conclusion P is defeated or it is replaced by the new one B*. 
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VІІІ. The appearance of P changes the antecedent of the examined rule (1). It imports a new atom on the place of 
Ak, before or after the chosen one Ak. In the last two cases the new atom is conjunctively or disjunctively related 
to Ak, e.g. 
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This situation can be named specifying the antecedent as a result from the new information P. 
IX.  R1 is replaced by R2 influenced by P: 
R1: B ← A; R2: N ← Q. 
The difference from the previous situation here is in the provoked by P complete replacement of the rule in 
accordance with the a priori defined concepts. 
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Х. We have a situation from I to IX but the obtained consequences may not be used in the antecedents of the 
other rules. The reasons for similar constraints are different e.g. limiting an insecure information along long chains 
of rules, etc. 
ХІ. The atoms of the investigated rule (1) remain the same but some of the logical operations are changed 
affected by P, e.g. 
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A characteristic example of a similar situation is the transformation of the strong classical negation ‘¬’ into a weak 
paraconsistent negation ‘~’. 
Let us discuss the following illustrative example. On principle it is not possible that a single man is a teacher and 
a student at the same time. Let us denote that ‘John is a teacher’ by the variable Q. Then it will not be an error if 
we denote that ‘John is a student’ by ¬Q. 
This is valid in the prevailing number of situations but it is inapplicable on condition (P) that John is a student in 
one subject in one school but he is a teacher in other subject in other e.g. sports school. After the advent of the 
new information P it is not possible to say that ‘John is a student’ is ¬Q; now it is correct to use the weak 
negation and ~Q will lead to a contradiction only in the cases when definite conditions hold – in the example the 
conditions are the subject for teaching and also the location for teaching. 
The described situations from I to XI present a research for the influence of the new information P over different 
parts and relations between existing conclusions. In the majority of the cases the discussed situations may be 
used contemporary mechanisms for defeasible inference. The difference is just in the fact that P totally changes 
the existing a priori situation. But if P replaces the literal in the first argument in the exception Е(C, Ak) then the 
exclusion does not change the action progress for the existing up to the advent of P things and it adds to them a 
new scheme that is activated if and only if when P is false. The present chapter does not contain formalizations of 
all the possible realizations of the situations from I to XI  because the number of their combinations in all the 
possible realizations is too great. 
We propose the application of inference by analogy to increase the effectiveness of searching. This method is 
viewed in details in [8-10].  
 
2. Analogical Inference Using the Defeasible Schemes 
Graph models and network flows play an important role in intelligent systems. Let graph G(N, U) has a set of arcs 
U and a set of nodes N. It is shown in [10] that the inference by analogy may be presented as a network flow on a 
graph. The geometric interpretation of this presentation is depicted in fig. 1 
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Fig. 1. 
Fig. 1 is separated in different regions by dotted lines. Each region contains data corresponding approximately to 
a single object Xj. The set S contains all elements Ai of the exclusion E and ψi. The set of conclusions T contains 
all tν, t0 and t’. Then the following interrelations hold for all X,y∈N : 
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Here Ai corresponds to the stream function f(ai,a) and Cν, Ap and E(Cν,Ap) to the functions f(ci,ri), f(ap,ri), f(ri,a) 
respectively. The function f(ψi,a) has an initial value of 1 if ψ(Xj,X1)<T or a value of 0 otherwise. Some 
corresponding exclusions E(Cν,Ap), i≥j may be included in the knowledge about the object Xj. The pairs of input 
arcs are disjunctively connected in the nodes ri and they are conjunctively connected in the nodes а and b2. The 
functional dependency v has the following form:  
v(aj)=f(aj,a), v(tj)=f(a,tj). (6) 
The conjunction of all Ai and ψi is denoted with A and it corresponds to the arc (a,b2). The implication A→B is a 
set of arcs (b1,b2) and the result of the inference f(b2,b3) possesses a meaning of truth B. Then the inference by 
analogy may be presented by the following system of equalities and inequalities [6-10]: 
f(a,b2)-f(aia)≤0; i=1,...z, (7) 
f(a,b2)-f(rj,a)≤0; j=1,...n, (8) 
f(a,b2)-f(rj,a)≤0; j=1,...n, (9) 
f(rj,a)-f(cj,rj)≥0; j=1,...n, (10) 
2f(rj,a)-f(cj,rj)-f(ap,r1j)=0; j=1,...n, (11) 
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2f(b2,b3)-f(a,b2)-f(b1,b2)=0, (13) 
f(rj,a) = 0  or  1, (14) 
f(x,y)≥0;    (x,y)∈U, (15) 
f(rj,tj)≤1, (16) 
f(a,t’)≤2n+z-2, (17) 
f(b2,t0)≤1.  
In this way the problem of inference by analogy is reduced to a problem of linear programming with a goal 
function of the kind: 
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∈
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max)y,x(f  (18) 
with constraints (7) – (17). This problem is viewed in details in [10]. 
The purposes of the analogical defeasible reasoning are two: check-up significance of the selected set of 
hypotheses and knowledge acquisition by analogy. The idea of the considered scheme of reasoning is to transfer 
such knowledge from the base into the goal of the transformation that this proposition reduces the significance of 
the considered part of formula to zero. Before the transfer, the propositions have to pass 'filters'. After filtration of 
wrong or insignificant information, the resulting information is applicable for the defeasible reasoning or 
elsewhere.   
It follows from the scheme above that the elaborated by us defeasible analogy uses one of the already presented 
defeasible inferences combined with the inference by analogy with a goal defeating or confirming intermediate 
results – hypotheses that are inferred by analogy. 
 
3. Logic Derivation in Problems of Search for Regularities and Pattern Recognition  
Let us suppose that the information about some plant area has been defined in the form of a database that is 
interpreted as a learning sample for search (extraction) of logic regularities connecting these data. Let the set 
Z={Xi,Yi}mi=1 is some database (learning sample) and the data are connected by an unknown dependence of the 
kind: 
Y = f(X), (19) 
where X and Y are multiple-valued predicates. It is required to define a dependence (regularity) (19) on the 
learning database Z of power m.  
First let us see a case of coding for the learning sample by two-valued predicates. In this case the initial object 
area may be described by rules of productions like  
.m,...,j,yx iij
n
j 1Λ 1 =→=  (20) 
Every rule of production is an implication, so it may be presented as a perfect disjunctive normal form (PDNF). In 
the case of a two-valued logic rule the transformation of implication to DNF is executed by the formulas:  
A → B= ¬AVB→ (21) 
Therefore in the case of knowledge coding by two-valued predicates every suggestion may be presented by the 
rule of production and transformed to PDNF like 
,yx ii
n
i
ij VV σ1=  (22) 
where σij i is equal 0 or 1. 
Further it is required to unite all formulas for the learning sample in a single logic function or system for functions, 
giving one-valued interpretation of the initial object area. Thus the unknown dependence Y=f(X) may be 
reconstructed simultaneously on the learning sample Z.  
Any logic function that is written in the kind of PDNF may be reduced. Therefore the system of logic knowledge 
may be also reduced as a rule. Then reducing PDNF corresponding to the logic function may be interpreted as 
minimizations of the initial database.  
We suggest the following algorithm for the PDNF reduction with an account of the object-area speciality:  
1. If DNF has single-letter disjunctions  x and  ¬x,  DNF is generally significant; 
2. If some variable is in DNF with one sign, then delete all disjunctions containing this variable (this variable is 
non-informative); 
3. If DNF has some single-letter disjunction x, then execute the following actions:  
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а) delete all disjunctions of the kind  x Λ ... (rule of absorption); 
б) substitute disjunctions of the kind ¬x Λ s ... on disjunctions of the kind  s Λ p ... . 
As a result of such reduction we obtain “the strongest” logic rules, describing the initial object area. 
The described method may be used for learning of concepts (classes) in problems of pattern recognition. The 
synthesized concepts may be interpreted as axioms of classes (patterns) Ak(ω) in the object area defined by the 
learning database. Then the problem for pattern recognition is reduced to a search of a logic derivation using the 
Robinson method for resolutions or the Maslov back method [11]. 
The problem of identification for an image ωˆ  of k-th class (pattern) on the complex image ω with a logic 
description D(ω) is reduced to a formula derivation: 
ωωωωω ∈∃→ ˆ,)(Aˆ)(D k  (23) 
The meaning of this formula is in the following: a complex image ω with a logic description D(ω) contains an 
image ωˆ  of k-th class on which the axiom )ˆ(ωkA  is true. It allows to identify automatically and localize (select) 
the image of k-th class (pattern) on a complex image containing images (patterns) from М different classes 
S1,S2,…,SM. 
Multiple applications of the logic-axiomatic method with every k=1,2,…,M allow to recognize (classify) all images 
of all classes, located on the complex image [11]. 
 
4. Multiple-Valued and Probabilistic Logics in Problems for Learning and Search of Regularities  
The described method for search of logic regularities may be generalized on a case of multiple-valued coding for 
back samples and a search for multiple-valued regularities. The use of multiple-valued logics is complicated by 
the ambiguity of interpretation for functions of negation, implication, etc. Therefore let us discuss the most general 
variant in a case of use of three-valued logic. 
Let a set of values for truth has the kind {0 1 2} with the following interpretation:  
x=0 – false, x=1 – nonsense (indefinite), x=2 – truth. 
Then let us introduce the concept of inversion as ¬x= 1V0, i.e. negation of truth may be either false or nonsense. 
This concept is defined by Table 1. This definition of inversion provides the inclusion of all possible interpretations 
of inversion in different logics. 
Table 1 
X ¬X 
0 1V2 
1 0V2 
2 0V1 
Some functions of three-valued logics are introduced. The most important of them are the characterizing 
functions, defined in the following way: 
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The main rules of operation with these functions have the kind: 
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σ ∧τ=min(σ,τ),             σ ∨τ=max(σ,τ). (27) 
Let us use also a two-valued analogue of implication in the discussed three-valued logic, i.e.  
B)A(I)A(IBABA VVV 10=¬=→  (28) 
The form (28) as a negation is an extension that includes in itself a series of possible implications of a three-
valued logic. Such a wide definition of main functions of logic is convenient for modelling intelligent systems in 
cases when it is not possible to describe intelligent processes by some concrete multiple-valued logic. 
Let us return to the solution of the initial problem in the terms of the three-valued logics. Also let every line in the 
learning sample be described by rules of production:  
.m,...,i,YX iij
n
j 1Λ 1 =→=  (29) 
Then the analogue of PDNF will be the following function of three-value logic: 
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j ∨= 01  (31) 
Because every regularity (knowledge) corresponding to the learning sample may be written in the kind of the 
suggested function of three-value logic, we want to have the possibility to present all regularities, forming the 
database, by a function or a system function of three-valued logic.  
Single-value correspondence is easy to obtain if, for example, we multiply logically the rules of productions. It 
corresponds to discussions of the following type: we know partial (local) rules and thus we know all local rules 
(regularities) determining the global knowledge base built by the learning sample. 
As a result we will obtain a three-valued function that determines the desired regularity. This function can be 
obtained if we use an adapted version of a reducing algorithm for multiple-valued logic as follows: 
1. If some variable is in DNF with one sign (Ij(x), j=const, in all disjunctions), then delete all disjunctions, 
containing this variable (this variable is non-informative); 
2. If DNF has some single-letter disjunction Ij(x), then execute the following actions:  
a) delete all the disjunctions of the kind Ij(x) Λ ... (rule of absorption); 
b) substitute disjunctions of the kind Ii(x) Λ s... (i≠j) by the disjunctions of the kind s Λ p ... .  
 
The result of the algorithm is a multiple-valued function built by the initial learning sample, characterizing it by a 
single value and giving a set of the most significant rules (regularities) defining the initial knowledge area.  
By the addition of a new rule of production (new knowledge) we check if a given rule may be derived from the 
already existing ones or not. If it is possible to derive this rule then the function remains the same. Otherwise the 
knowledge base shall be enlarged adding a new rule (regularity) by a multiple-valued logic multiplying of the 
existing function and a new production written in the kind of a multiple-valued PDNF.  
The other method of learning for concepts and search of multiple-valued regularities on defined databases is 
based on local-optimal logic-probabilistic algorithms [12,13]. It provides automatic synthesis, optimization (by 
precision) and complexity minimization for knowledge bases in terms of multiple-valued predicates with a non-
defined valuation by learning databases. It allows the interpretation and the realization of synthesized knowledge 
(regularities) in the form of three-layer or multi-layer neural networks of a polynomial type with a self-organizing 
architecture [14,15]. 
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Conclusions 
An approach is introduced for inference by analogy based on three-valued logics and network flows. The 
approach is oriented at applications in systems of artificial intelligence and maintenance of decision making. The 
discussion fixes the peculiarities and the general characteristics of different types of inference by analogy. 
A method is elaborated where the suppressed proof is formalized as a network flow. This approach reduces the 
problems of logic programming to the corresponding problems of linear programming. 
The difference is investigated between the logics of the type ‘knowledge about changing knowledge’ and logics 
using different types of exclusions (defeasible inference). 
The multiple-valued logic approach may be applied to solutions of learning problems and regularities searches in 
databases permitting the identical description of the object area, to structural analyses of the initial information, to 
reductions of it and to its changes by a measure of forming a new knowledge that is not derived from the  
initial data. 
Logic-axiomatic and logic-probabilistic learning methods for concepts and pattern recognition have been 
generalized on a case of a multiple-valued logic. It is shown that synthesized concepts and recognizing rules may 
be realized in the kind of multiple-valued neural networks of a polynomial type and used in systems of intelligent 
and neural control [13-14]. 
The work is done under a partial support of the grants no. NIP917 of the Ministry of Science and Education – 
Republic of Bulgaria,  RFBR N03-01-00224 - Russia, and the grant RHSF N03-06-12019v-Russia. 
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